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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ROTOCONTROL Appoints NTG Digital as Local
Distributor in Italy

Massimiliano Brenna has joined NTG Digital and is dedicated to supporting the ROTOCONTROL suite of
label finishing machines.

SIEK, Germany (July 3, 2020) – ROTOCONTROL continues to strengthen its local presence
world-wide with the appointment of NTG Digital as its distributor in Italy. Massimiliano Brenna
recently joined NTG Digital as Digital Sales Manager and is dedicated to supporting the
ROTOCONTROL suite of finishing machines for label inspection, slitting, rewinding, die cutting,
overprinting, digital and booklet printed labels.
Since 1980, NTG Digital has been active within the graphic arts and
printing industry, and a pioneer in introducing new technologies in print
communication to the Italian market. NTG Digital offers direct support for
all its represented products with two operating offices in Cerro Maggiore
(Milan) and Rome offering technical engineers and sales
representatives, in addition to a dedicated hotline for technical support.
“NTG Digital is a great team of highly experienced professionals,
offering a full range of products for flexo and digital printing of
self-adhesive labels,” said Artur Gondek ROTOCONTROL Area
Sales Manager.

Massimiliano Brenna, Digital Sales Manager
at NTG Digital

“Another advantage NTG Digital provides is their years of expertise in digital printing - dating
back to 1995, and representing the Domino N610i label press for many years. ROTOCONTROL
recently partnered with Domino to combine our DT-340 digital label finishing machine with the
N610i for a powerful combination of hybrid label printing and finishing. This new inline hybrid
solution is featured in ROTOCONTROL’s new demo center in nearby Siek, Germany and is
available for NTG Digital’s customer demonstrations.”
“We look forward to representing the ROTOCONTROL brand throughout Italy,” said Carlo
Alberto Di Noi, founder of NTG Digital. “With their Ecoline range of low-cost high efficient slitters
and rewinders to their more modular machine lines allowing complex, multi-process finishing we
now have an extensive offering of finishing machines to offer Italian label printers and
converters.”
About NTG Digital srl
NTG Digital has been active within the graphic arts, print communication and 3D printing
industries since 1980.
Operations are from two offices in Cerro Maggiore (Milan) and Rome, providing technical
engineers and sales representatives in addition to a demo room for technological product
insights.
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NTG Digital represents leading brands in digital label printing for small and large production,
computer to plate systems for screen, flexography and offset printing, and large format 3D
printing systems in visual communication and advertising for exhibition, theater, and television.
Contact Information:
Milan: +39 (0) 3311552756
Rome: +39 (0) 688658657
support@ntg.it
info@ntg.it
www.ntg.it
About Rotocontrol International GmbH
ROTOCONTROL, a wholly owned subsidiary of EMT International (www.emtinternational.com),
designs and manufactures leading-edge finishing machines for label inspection, slitting,
rewinding, die cutting, overprinting, digital and booklet printed labels, for converters in the
narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL offers machines from smaller basic
rewinders to feature-rich, sophisticated models with multiple options featuring S-Drive servo
technology enabling maximum web control for the most delicate film and foil materials.
With facilities in Germany and the USA, ROTOCONTROL maintains the highest level of product
quality through ease of use, absolute control and flexibility with a focus on operator safety and
efficiency. A large customer support team is based at both facilities providing 24x7 remote
service. ROTOCONTROL is the partner of choice in the finishing of label products.
Meet us at the Finish Line
www.rotocontrol.com
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